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The hieroglyphic language contains more than two thousand symbols, some representing

words, others representing full ideas, and others representing sounds (phonetic). Depending

on how the symbols is used, the same symbol might represent an idea in one hieroglyphic

sentence, and a sound in a different sentence!It is amazing that archaeologists could decipher

this ancient language. The big breakthrough came with the discovery of the famous “Rosetta

Stone’ in the 1880’s. This stone was crucial, as it had the same sentences written in 3

languages: Hieroglyphic, Greek, and Demotic (a very old language no longer in use).Learn

how to read hieroglyphs and write with hieroglyphs in this very easy to read book. Includes a

history of hieroglyphs and a very thorough explanation of how they are read and used.

From the Inside FlapThe railway car twisted, buckled and split apart, sending splinters of metal

and wood in every direction. The lion was thrown free of the debris. He landed in bushes a

hundred yards farther on.He lay there for a minute or two before rising painfully. He shook

himself and limped past the bits of wood and metal to begin walking up the dark hill ahead.The

lion came to a post in the ground. He smelled the disagreeable odor of the many dogs that had

stopped there to lift their legs.Attached to the post was a sign:Welcome to High ParkNo

Littering--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Fagan presents a sweet, quiet, and

neatly packaged tale that emphasizes the importance of hard work and following your dreams

in the face of adversity." School Library Journal review of Banjo of Destiny"In classic Fagan

fashion, the author turns a potentially tragic situation on its head with a good dose of humour

and whimsy. Fagan uses a gentle touch to explore several weighty issues - identity, being

"different," accepting change, bravery, friendship, and family - all while delivering comedy and

adventure." Quill & Quire review of Danny, Who Fell in a Hole..".this book is typical Fagan:

fantastical yet familiar, timeless, and with just the right touch of sentiment and seriousness ... a

great read-aloud tale." CM Magazine review of Danny, Who Fell in a Hole--This text refers to

the hardcover edition.ReviewThe Hollow Under the Tree:"An excellent read . . . Equally suitable

as a read-aloud or as a choice for independent reading, this short chapter book will please

animal enthusiasts and readers of tales about brave girls alike."  � Kirkus Reviews"This is a quick

read for younger middle grade readers looking for slightly offbeat mysteries. A solid purchase

for larger collections."  � School Library Journal“Fagan presents a sweet, quiet, and neatly

packaged tale that emphasizes the importance of hard work and following your dreams in the

face of adversity.” School Library Journal review of Banjo of Destiny“In classic Fagan fashion,

the author turns a potentially tragic situation on its head with a good dose of humour and

whimsy. Fagan uses a gentle touch to explore several weighty issues – identity, being

“different,” accepting change, bravery, friendship, and family – all while delivering comedy and

adventure.” Quill & Quire review of Danny, Who Fell in a Hole“...this book is typical Fagan:

fantastical yet familiar, timeless, and with just the right touch of sentiment and seriousness ... a

great read-aloud tale.” CM Magazine review of Danny, Who Fell in a Hole--This text refers to

the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverThe railway car twisted, buckled and split apart,

sending splinters of metal and wood in every direction. The lion was thrown free of the debris.

He landed in bushes a hundred yards farther on.He lay there for a minute or two before rising

painfully. He shook himself and limped past the bits of wood and metal to begin walking up the

dark hill ahead.The lion came to a post in the ground. He smelled the disagreeable odor of the



many dogs that had stopped there to lift their legs.Attached to the post was a sign:Welcome to

High ParkNo Littering--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorCary Fagan

has won the Vicky Metcalf Award, the Jewish Book Award and the IODE Jean Throop Book

Award, and his books have been nominated for the Rogers Trust Fiction Prize, the Giller Prize,

the Silver Birch Award, the Norma Fleck Award and the Rocky Mountain Book Award. He is the

author of several popular short novels and picture books, including Danny, Who Fell in a Hole

and A Cage Went in Search of a Bird (illustrated by Banafsheh Erfanian). The Old World, his

recent collection of adult short stories, was published by Anansi in March 2017.--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The

railway car twisted, buckled and split apart, sending splinters of metal and wood in every

direction. The lion was thrown free of the debris. He landed in bushes a hundred yards farther

on.He lay there for a minute or two before rising painfully. He shook himself and limped past

the bits of wood and metal to begin walking up the dark hill ahead.The lion came to a post in

the ground. He smelled the disagreeable odor of the many dogs that had stopped there to lift

their legs.Attached to the post was a sign:Welcome to High ParkNo Littering--This text refers to

the hardcover edition.Read more
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